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http://diracgrid.org!

Status of the  
project!

DIRAC Project …!
began as a solution for the LHCb experiment at CERN  to carry out massive Monte  
Carlo simulation and data processing on various distributed computing resources.  
Now DIRAC provides a general purpose middleware which forms a layer between  
users and computing resources which:!
§  aggregates and masks the heterogeneity of computing and storage systems;!
§  provides consistent workload and data management tools;!
§  provides means to coordinate the activity of the community;!
§  improves the reliability of available resources by adding redundancy and failover mechanisms.!

… as a Framework!
The DIRAC architecture consists of numerous cooperating Distributed Services and Light Agents all 
built using the same DISET framework. This allows to create secure and efficient systems tailored for 
the needs of a particular user community.  The recently introduced new component type - Executors – 
increases considerably the reactivity of the system by triggering Executor operations with messages 
sent by a common Dispatcher service. The proprietary client/service DISET protocol was augmented 
by the message passing capability needed by the Executors framework.!
!
See [338] by  A.Casajus, R.Graciani!

… as a WorkloadManagement system!
DIRAC introduced the now widely used concept of Pilot Agents. This allows to build efficient 
Workload Management Systems (WMS) that are resilient to failures in the ever changing Grid 
environment. The submission of the pilots is done directly to the Computing Elements either 
with CREAM gLite interface or using SSH tunnels to access directly the site batch systems.!
!
The pilot paradigm was successfully applied also to handle MPI jobs by dynamic creation of 
virtual clusters ( MPI rings ) reusable for multiple jobs. No special MPI support is required from 
sites which increases the amount of resources for parallel jobs.!
!
See [506] by A.Tsaregorodtsev, V.Hamar !

… as a Data Management System!
DIRAC gives access to various types of Storages 
and File Catalogs. The recently developed DIRAC 
File Catalog combines the Replica and Metadata 
capabilities, it is designed to be especially efficient 
for bulk queries.!
!
See [451] by A.Tsaregorodtsev, S.Poss !

DIRAC allows also automated data distribution using 
configurable policies. Data Transfers are reliable at 
all stages of the processing due to multiple failover 
and retry mechanisms. Multiple data consistency 
checks ensure integrity and help recovering from 
data losses.  !

… as a User Grid Interface!
DIRAC is providing multiple interfaces – command line tools, specialized shells, 
Python API. However, the main emphasis is made on a versatile Web Interface. 
Nearly all the user operations are possible with the DIRAC Web Portal including 
certificate proxy uploads, File Catalog browsing, data transfers as well as all the job 
management operations. !
!
Specialized application portals are now gaining more and more interest and can 
indeed considerably help non-expert users to get access to the grid resources. 
DIRAC is providing now a RESTFul interface suitable for application portals. 
Integration with some popular portals is demonstrated.!
!
See [228] by A.Casajus et al, [455] by A.Puig, D.Viana      !

… as a Community Grid Solution!
DIRAC is now used by multiple High Energy Physics 
experiments and projects in other domains – ILC, 
CLIC, Belle II, BES III, CTA, VIP/biomed, etc. The  
LHCb Collaboration remains the main DIRAC user 
for all its Distributed Computing tasks. !
!
See, for example [20],[35],[98],[145],[292]!
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… as a Resource Management System!
DIRAC provides access to various types of Computing and Storage 
resources. The Storage solutions include SRM based SEs, DIRAC 
native SEs, File servers accessed by HTTP, BBFTP and other protocols. 
Along with standard grid Computing Elements, Clusters with various 
batch systems, DIRAC includes also  support for Clouds providing an 
intelligent Virtual Machine Scheduler.  !
!
See [164] by V.Mendez Munoz et al!
!
The newly introduced framework for Resource Status monitoring allows 
to automate maintenance of the resource information for all the DIRAC 
subsystems. !
!
See [144] by M.Ubeda, F.Stagni!

… as a Service!
DIRAC middleware is providing a complete grid 
functionality and is rather complex to install and manage, 
especially for small user communities with low grid 
expertise level. Therefore, several grid projects are 
providing now the DIRAC functionality as a service for their 
users: GISELA Latin America Grid, France-Grilles and 
IberGrid National Grid Initiatives. Other grid infrastructure 
projects are considering provisioning DIRAC services!

A.Casajus, K.Ciba, R.Graciani, V.Hamar, S.Poss, M.Sapunov, F.Stagni, A.Tsaregorodtsev, M.Ubeda for the DIRAC Project!

… as an Open Source Project!
DIRAC has a very active and growing user and developer communities. Its development environment is based on the Git code management system and constructed 
around the GitHub service ( https://github.com/DIRACGrid ). The user and developer forums are maintained with the Google Groups facility. The project web site at 
http://diracgrid.org contains references to all the relevant information about the DIRAC software and services usage.!
!
Based on a solid and proven by many years of successful operation middleware, the DIRAC Project is still rapidly developing to follow all the innovations in the 
distributed computing technologies and to provide its users with rich and easy to use tools for their applications.       !


